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B4_E8_80_83_c73_608515.htm 1.According to/In the opinion (eye)

of/From the viewpoint of some (those) people, the issue in question

is⋯⋯ 例：In the opinion of some old people, traditional modes of

thought are the touchstone by which to tell good from bad.) 2.Hit

Confronted/Faced/Seized/Stuck/Haunted/Cursed/Overcome/Infat

uated with⋯⋯, some people tend to⋯⋯ 例：Haunted with sad

memories, some people are apt to take a gloomy view on life. 3.In

(the) event face/case/course/time/view of⋯⋯, some people usually 

⋯⋯ 例：In the course of human struggle for survival, quite a few

people always direct their eyes to its dark side. 4.As is stated

shown/suggested/listed/illustrated in⋯⋯/According to a recent (the

latest) report survey/quetionaire/study/scientific research, the issue

in question really⋯⋯there are quite a lot of people who⋯⋯ 例

：As is shown in a recent questionaire, there are a large number of

people who express greater dissatisfaction than satisfaction at the

general mood of society. 5.In our daily life (activities/social contact)

/In reality/Actually, man y people respond/react to the issue in

question by⋯⋯ 例：In reality, most people respond to evil-doing

by avoiding it whenever possible. 6.A good case in point is (can be

best provided by) that of⋯⋯ 例：A good case in point is that of a

businessman who makes money by fair means or foul. 7.Just

consider/think of the matter/case of⋯⋯ 例：Just consider the

matter of raising flowers that are delicate and sensitive to watering.



8.In the course of⋯⋯, for example, there is/are⋯⋯ 例：In the

course of coping with worries in life, for example, there is an art to

what way you take. 9.Take⋯⋯for example 例：Take foot racing

(for example), it is a sport in which endurance and strong finish is

often more important. 10.As a (n) example (of⋯⋯) /illustration (of

⋯⋯) /case in point, let’s take/see/consider/follow/cite⋯⋯

11.Awareness of the matter in question is one thing/only the

beginning (the first step), but more important to us is the step/the

question of how to (cope with/do with it)⋯⋯ 例：Awareness of

the harmfulness of superstition is only the first step, but more

important to our nation is the step of how to clear it out of our

society. 12.There is no easy

(perfect/universal/two-bird-one-stone/happiest) method

(short-cut/solution/remedy/way) at hand, but⋯⋯can put us on the

right way (in the correct direction) to our final goal/destination (⋯

⋯are/is worth trying out in our work.) 例：There is no easy

short-cut to removal of superstition, but the following

measures/suggestions can put our determination in the right

direction. 13.There is no better/sounder time to take

steps/measures/action than right now, for no chance will be greater

than the one we are offered. 14.It is obvious (evident/clear/no

surprising/high time/hoped/suggested), therefore, that all-out

(constant/great/cooperative/further/genuine/substantial/considerabl

e/persistent) efforts should be made (exerted/used/bent/put forth) to

⋯⋯ 例：It is evident, therefore, that constant efforts should be

directed to the ecological balance. 15.Therefore/Obviously/No



doubt/Clearly, to⋯⋯is not a (n) goal/aim to achieve in one

step/move/go, and to achieve in one stp/move/ go(is no easy

job/task), and it requires/involves/entails special/proper/all possible

means/efforts/measures/remedies. 例：Therefore, to eradicate this

inherent weakness from our society is not a goal to reach in one

move, and it requires special efforts. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类
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